
HI Folks – Yes I’m still alive.

Some of you will know that since I passed my motobike test last year I have been on the 
lookout for a “sensible” first bike.

I would have liked this one: But eventually I bought this:

After all it was up for sale, very cheaply from a Suzuki Main Dealer in Basingstoke.  After a 
lot of haggling, I arranged to fly over from Geneva to collect the bike with the original plan 
being to ride the bike straight to the Alps after a brief stop-over in London.  But things never 
work out simply do they?

Plan #2

Suffice to say my sisters Brenda and Teresa announced they were going to organise a joint 
party to celebrate their 60th/50th birthdays at the Blencathra Centre in the Lake District on 31 
May-2 June.  This unexpectedly gave me the chance to give the motorbike a real workout 
before attempting the 600 mile trip back home to Chatel.

As you can see it was a great venue, with great weather and great company.  And a gentle 
stroll in the mountains helped deal with the excess food!  Thanks…

Plan #3

Rather than undertake a 600 mile ride to the Alps alone, Pete Smith suggested that I delayed 
the trip to Chatel til early June so that he and Troy could come with me.  Fortunately Rob 



Smith offered to store the bike in his garage, so I left the bike with Rob and flew back to 
Geneva.

Plan #4

Several emails and phone calls quickly revealed that Pete was not planning on taking the 
direct route to the Alps and the plan rapidly evolved into a road trip around Europe following 
the lines of National Lampoons European Vacation.  Eventually bookings were made for 
three motorbikes on the Speedferry catamaran from Dover to Boulogne on 5 June and after 
that the plan was to wing-it?

Day 1  - London – Dreux (320 miles)

5 June arrived and by 07.00 and a mountain of luggage is finally attached to the three bikes 
and we’ve got about 2 hours to cover the 120 miles around the M25 and down to Dover.  No 
problem on a motorbike – but pretty well impossible by car.

By 13.00 we’re heading South on empty French motorways and by 16.00 were off the 
motorway near Dreux (West of Paris) where thanks to a helpful local we found an excellent 
riverside campsite, complete with Castle and very inquisitive ducks who expected regular 
feeding.



Day 2 Brioude – Massif Central - Auverne Mountains (300 miles)

This was a long day, with spells of heavy rain, and our intended campsite was shut.  
Fortunately they directed us to a nearby site which we reached just in time to get the tents up 
before the rain caught up with us again.  The owner kindly moved his tractor so we could 
even park the bikes under cover.  The trees at the edge of the field hide another huge river 
complete with ducks, whilst the hill beyond is the remains of an old volcanic lava plug.  
Shame we did not get time to explore the area.  Maybe next time.  A huge steak & chips 
went down well.

Day 3 – The twisty road to Le Puy and along the Tarn Valley to Millau  (150 Miles)

Wow is the only word for it. A great day with stunning scenery and miles of Z bends, and a 
couple of sections of shingle beach to really wake you up.  Eventually we found a campsite 
on the opposite bank of the River Tarn just beside the old bridge into Millau.  As it had the 
usual complement of ducks and they had an empty pitch close to the river we decided to stay 



for a couple of days in order to explore the area a bit without having to cart the luggage with 
us.  Later found out we were lucky as campsites in the valley are renowned for flooding.

Day 4 Touring the Millau Viaduct & Tarn Valley

After a lazy start, went to the visitors centre (located in the car park you can see below the 
bridge) and then drove down the twisty road to the bottom of the gorge. Great fun til the rain 
arrived.  Next day decided to take a tour around the area before heading South across the 
bridge in search of dry roads and warmer temperatures!



Day 5 Millau to the Med Cavalaire-sur-Mer (St Tropez ) (110 Miles)

As we headed south, the overcast skies finally cleared, the temperature soared and we 
finally reached the Mediteranean coast just south of St Tropez

After an obligatory session skipping stones and paddling, we eventually found a campsite 
tucked in the hills overlooking the sea. No ducks but plenty of mosquitos – so one night only!

Day 6 St Tropez – Monaco and eventually Pisa (340 miles)

By 09.30 we were heading down the coastal motorway towards our first stop Monaco and a 
lap around the race circuit.

Casino square and the town centre was crazy – a multi-million pound carpark.  Thankfully we 
managed to thread our way through the chaos and eventually managed to stop on the 
seafront – recognise the tunnel? 

By midday we were back on the motorway heading for Italy.  The motorway down to Pisa 
proved to be an epic series of massive tunnels linked by awesome bridges spanning deep 



wooded valleys, each with a sleepy town complete with red clay tile roofs nestling below.  
Sorry no pictures – maybe next time. 
(Note to self - tunnels and dark glasses are not recommended.)

Making a slight ‘wrong’ turn we discovered the city sights of Genova & rapidly discovered 
that all car drivers thought they were Fangio & all scooter riders thought they were Valentino 
Rossi.   Able to hold our own quite nicely, we braved the early afternoon traffic bedlam on 
roads with no signposts & eventually after (2hrs) of heading south we managed to get back 
onto the motorway.

By 18.00 we had reached the outskirts of Pisa and the ever helpful folks in McDs kindly drew 
us a map of how to find the only campsite nearby(ish).  Suffice to say their idea of a “10 
minute trip” proved to be a good half hour drive along the entire length of Marina de Pisa and 
on into the neighbouring town of Tirrenia. We came very close to giving up on the directions
especially as all the local road signs were completely useless.  No wonder the Italians can’t 
do anything quickly there always getting lost! 

Fortunately we eventually stumbled across the campsite, and quickly realised it was in a 
great location with the whole site shaded by mature woodland and a short walk from the sea, 
with ample ducks and no mossies.

Sidestands and soft grass are not ideal but a squished can prevents bikes toppling over

Day 7 - Pisa and on to Lake Garda  (220 Miles)

Waited til 10.00 to miss the morning traffic chaos.  But immediately found more evidence that 
signage in Italy is hopeless.  Eventually followed a trail of obviously unofficial “Centro” signs 
(probably put up by an exasperated tourist) which led into the centre of the City, and by 
ignoring the authorised traffic only signs, we found an empty motorcyle bay just yards from 
the Cathedral. Brilliant.



Having failed to straighten the tower, we back-tracked to the motorway and set off on another 
epic ride North towards the Italian Lakes.  Rather than getting cooler, the temperature 
continued to climb, with motorway signs showing 34 degrees in the shade where we stopped 
for lunch.

OK where are those ducks? Those earplugs are starting to hurt!

Got to Lake Garda just before sunset and found a campsite on the East side of the lake a 
short walk from Garda village, and headed straight for the lake to cool off!

Day 8 – Around Lake Garda (80 Miles)

Woke to a real Hi de Hi wake up call at 09.00 over the Camp Roca tannoy system – seems 
the Dutch/Germans like that sort of thing? So much for a chill-out day with a lazy start and 
relaxing ride around the top of the lake.  Clouds looked ominous as we set off and we quickly 
discovered a new game rushing from tunnel to tunnel to avoid the showers, eventually we 
opt to take a short cut and return via the ferry.  (Note to self - dark glasses and tunnels are 
dangerous)

A good place to pick up a puncture eh?



Here comes the rain Yes the ferry was full

Day 9 – Fixing the puncture and into the Alps - Chatel (330 Miles)

Most of the morning was spent trying to get someone willing to do a more permanent fix to 
the puncture in Troy’s tyre but surprise, surprise, they only want to fit a replacement tyre.  But 
as they don’t have the right make & size of tyre in stock we eventually persuaded them to 
carry out a proper repair. 

After a brief stop at McD’s we headed west to Milan before turning North up the Aosta valley 
hoping the shortcut via the Grand St Bernard Pass (almost 2000 metres altitude) is finally 
open – it had been closed two days earlier due to heavy snowfalls.  Roadworks meant the 
motorway around Milan was choked with stop start traffic – fortunately we managed to thread 
through miles of choked traffic and began the long, long climb up the Aosta valley into the 
Alps.  Note to self there is usually a tunnel at the top of most mountain passes so remember 
to take your sunglasses off well before you head into the tunnel.



Tunnels are really dark with 
sunglasses on.

Finally Chatel - before the rain started

With TomTom helpfully trying to route us via the Swiss Motorway’s, we resorted to paper 
maps to find the free local road down the Rhone valley and via the Morgins Pass back into 
France and into Chatel where the rain finally caught up with us.

Day 10 – local roads in Chatel (60 Miles)

Heavy rain so a day to recover with a break in the showers allowing a quick dash over the 
pass into Switzerland to refuel with cheap petrol.  Meanwhile it gave us a chance to give the 
bikes a thorough check-over, sort a mountain of washing, and catch the Grand Prix on TV.  
Pete lashed up a GPS mount for his bike – so he can do the navigating on the way back –
complete with freezer bag to waterproof the screen.

Day 11 - Chatel to Epenay (350m)
Day 12 – Epernay to London (320)

To make their ferry booking Troy and Pete had to set off on the trip back to Britain in pouring 
rain – not fun.  (It eventually stopped after 200 miles.)

(Anyway hope you both enjoyed it and thanks for the company it was fun.)

The sun finally came out two days later and as you can see I have already started checking 
out the local mountain passes.

Hope you enjoyed it half as much as I did.

JC


